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introduction

A Brand
New World
A warm welcome to all participants
arriving in Cannes this weekend for
the 27th TFWA World Exhibition. It
promises to be an extremely busy and
interesting week with a full programme
of dynamic Conference and Workshops,
a sold out exhibition of 437 companies,
of which 36 are new or returning, and a
fresh schedule of supporting leisure and
networking activities.

James
Blunt to
star at Le
Premium
Evening
Internationally famous singersongwriter James Blunt is the star
attraction at this year’s Le Premium
Evening, which takes place on
Thursday 22 September at the
Palm Beach.
He will give an exclusive dinner concert, as

James Blunt, internationally renowned singersongwriter, will perform an exclusive concert at this
year’s Le Premium Evening.

the format for the evening has returned to a
seated dinner and a world-famous artist to

five Grammy Awards. Blunt’s subsequent

entertain the guests.

albums, ‘All the Lost Souls’ released in 2007

Set against an industry that continues to

Evening on Thursday. This level of social

James Blunt’s debut album, ‘Back to

and ‘Some Kind of Trouble’ in 2010, have

show recovery and growth after a period

activity is quite unique in connection

Bedlam’ and singles including ‘You’re

similarly sold millions of copies worldwide.

of economic turmoil, and following an

with trade exhibitions and a testament of

Beautiful’ and ‘Goodbye My Lover’, brought

Entrance to this fabulous private dinner and

extremely positive event in Singapore earlier

our mission to provide the industry with

him to fame in 2005 with a style that is a

concert is by invitation only and is part of

this year, I hope you are all fully prepared to

the very best platform of opportunity for

mix of pop, rock and folk music. He has

the full delegate status. Seats are limited,

make the very best of the coming days.

industry growth.

achieved significant recognition, winning

so please visit Le Premium Evening desk

Our conference theme this year is ‘A Brand

Creating an environment that is easy and

two BRIT Awards, two Ivor Novello Awards,

to book your table before Thursday 22

New World’ and promises a thought-

efficient to work in is equally important,

and by 2006, he had been nominated for

September at 15:00.

provoking start to the business week with

so please do make the most of our onsite

three high profile speakers taking a detailed

services such as the TFWA Lounge (available

look at how changes in the international

to TFWA members and full delegate buyers),

geopolitical and economic balance will and are

the Well Being Lounge, Business Centre,

directly affecting our business. Full details can

Service Desk, Photographic and Video

be found in this Daily and I urge you to make

services and more. Details of all of these

the time to attend. Our supporting workshop

can be found in these pages and in The

programme is equally essential viewing with

Diary, available to all.

the traditional Tuesday Airline Workshop

Last October, TFWA’s Management

expanding to include the cruise and ferry

Committee decided to make a firm

sectors, while ‘Emerging Asia’ is the theme of

commitment towards sustainable

the always well-attended Wednesday morning

development and to implement a specific

A fantastic new app for iPhone and

Asia Pacific Workshop.

action plan in a bid to limit the impact

BlackBerry has been launched for TFWA

As well as a learning experience, these

of the Association’s current and future

World Exhibition. It will be an invaluable

events are tremendous networking

negative environmental footprint. While

resource for visitors to this year’s event,

opportunities, which we continue to believe

we must all work together to improve

containing details of the week’s programme,

are vital for the success of the week as

and grow the industry, we all have an

full list of exhibitors and their stand location,

a whole. Social networking is equally

equal responsibility to do this in a socially

and all onsite services.

important and this year we believe we have

responsible way and as part of the

It is the perfect tool to maximise your time

come up with a fabulous agenda of events

environmental commitment we are looking

at TFWA World Exhibition.

from the sports and leisure activities on

at ways we can improve for the future.

The new app is the latest element of

Sunday through the Opening Cocktail, The

Again, welcome to Cannes and to

TFWA’s evolving communications strategy,

Scene and culminating with Le Premium

TFWA World Exhibition.

which has embraced new technologies,

Download the
TFWA World
Exhibition app

including the improved, interactive
website, e-news communication and online
Exhibition Directory, which is new for this
year. The Exhibition Directory is a fully
searchable online directory of exhibiting
and visiting companies that allows pre-

Our conference
theme this year
is ‘A Brand New
World’ and
promises a
thoughtprovoking
start to the
business week.

registered visitors and exhibitors to print
or export targeted lists, including company
information and contact details.

Download the app now at: www.TFWA.com

Erik Juul-Mortensen
President, TFWA

Members’ Breakfast
TFWA will be hosting a Members’ Breakfast at 09:00 on Friday 23 September in the TFWA
Lounge. The breakfast is open to all TFWA Members. The TFWA Lounge is located in the
Golden Village, Level 1.
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Emerging Asia:
Opportunities
for travel retail
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strongly supported by the other reporting
destinations in this sub-region, all of
which enjoyed double-digit growth. This,
in turn, was supported by strong travel
demand within ASEAN and an increase in
arrivals from China. International arrivals
growth to South Asia was a robust +12%
in June, boosted by double-digit increases
in inbound numbers to Nepal (+38%), the
Maldives (+27%) and Sri Lanka (+20%).

In her address to the Asia Pacific Workshop, Marion
Buttler, Regional Director Europe of the Pacific
Asia Travel Association (PATA), will examine the
growth in travel and tourism in Asia Pacific markets.
Significant opportunities exist for the travel retail
industry, as she explained to Ross Falconer.

India maintained the same pace of growth
seen in the previous month at +7%.
European arrivals are among the main
contributors to this growth. North East
Asia saw an improvement after posting
slow growth of +0.6% in May, with a +3.7%
increase in arrivals for June 2011.

Developing infrastructure
The significant airport infrastructure

Marion Buttler, Regional Director Europe of the Pacific
Asia Travel Association, will address the Asia Pacific
Workshop on ‘Emerging Asia’. She will explain that
with increasing disposable income, a desire to travel
internationally and the means to do so, especially within
the low-cost carrier network, significant opportunities
exist for the travel retail industry.

projects taking place in emerging Asian

Travel and tourism in the Asia
Pacific region continues to grow
impressively. The calendar
year 2010 was a record year
for the region, with 408 million
international arrivals and many
destinations reporting record
numbers of foreign arrivals in their
own right. 2011 looks to be largely
carrying that momentum forward.

the record bar even higher. South East

markets have notable potential in terms of

With increasing disposable income, a desire

and South Asia are leading the way with

travel retail. In August 2010, the 10 ASEAN

to travel internationally and the means to

respect to growth, with gains so far this

(Association of South East Asian Nations)

do so, especially within the low-cost carrier

year of +17% and +14% year-on-year

member economies – Brunei Darussalam,

network, significant opportunities exist for

respectively. The point to note here is that

Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia,

the duty free and travel retail industry. “The

much of that growth is intra-regional,”

Myanmar, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand

trick is in understanding who, what, where

explained Buttler.

and Vietnam – together with six non-

and how of course. Asia and the Pacific, as a

Recently released PATA figures show that

ASEAN countries, approved a US$290

regional bloc, is already the largest aviation

international visitor arrivals into Asia

billion plan to develop infrastructure in

market in the world. With the ASEAN Free

Pacific destinations grew by +6% year-

the region, covering ASEAN, China and

Skies system set to come into effect in 2015

on-year in June. South East Asia led the

India. This plan covers approximately

– above what has already taken place – we

“Year-to-date, Asia Pacific has added

region with +15.5% growth during June.

700 airport, railway, seaport, energy,

expect a surge in air travellers to, from,

close on 11 million additional arrivals

The rebound in arrivals to Thailand (+54%)

telecommunications and other

and within the region, and all of these offer

to the foreign inbound count, pushing

positively impacted on this overall result,

infrastructure development projects and

opportunity,” concluded Buttler.

while much of the airport development in
the region is occurring in China and India,
there are significant projects in other parts
of Asia as well, including Vietnam, the
Philippines and Indonesia.
“Furthermore, there is growing interest
in developing low cost terminals across
the region as more and more airlines
operating under this model come into
operation. Wherever there is movement
across an international border, opportunity
exists for the duty free and travel retail
sectors,” commented Buttler.

Ever-increasing
disposable incomes
A key message that Buttler will deliver
in the Workshop is that, while China and
India are obviously significant players
in travel and tourism globally, they are
nevertheless “not the only game in town”.
“A number of other source markets within
the region are moving along steadily with
ever-increasing disposable incomes and
with that a burgeoning desire to travel and
see the world,” she said. “Discretionary
expenditure by consumers in Vietnam
and Indonesia, for example, has grown
significantly in the last decade, while
in Indonesia in particular now, close to
55% of all consumer spending is being
classified as discretionary.”

“Furthermore,
there is growing
interest in
developing low
cost terminals
across the
region as
more and
more airlines
operating under
this model come
into operation.
Wherever there
is movement
across an
international
border,
opportunity
exists for the
duty free and
travel retail
sectors.”

BMW
courtesy
cars
4 – TFWA DAILY

TFWA would like to thank BMW
for providing courtesy cars
under a special partnership
during this year’s
TFWA World Exhibition.
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Conference
& Workshops
programme

Michele Norsa, Chief Executive Officer,

into the evolution of ferry retailing in Europe.

Salvatore Ferragamo, will examine how
a traditional luxury brand can adapt to

Raphael Bejar, CEO, Airsavings
Magnus Ehrenberg, Chief Executive,

a changing world and the new profile of

Ehrenberg Kommunikation

emerging consumers. He will also reflect
on the importance of new technology in

Pierre Freyssinet, CEO, Uleo Holding
Trevor Moore, Buying & Merchandising

the retail space, and how to keep pace with

Director, Harding Brothers

digital evolution.

Stephane Garelli, economist and

A brand new world

business school professor, will highlight the

Wednesday 21 September, 08:00-09:00

factors that will influence growth in each

Asia Pacific Workshop

region, and where future potential among
specific consumer groups really lies. He

The Asia Pacific Workshop this year focuses

will compare traditional economies with

on ‘Emerging Asia’. Consumer confidence

emerging economies, while also examining

and purchasing power are increasing in

This year’s conference – themed ‘A brand

how brands and businesses can adapt their

several high growth potential markets, and

Monday 19 September

new world’ – features a line-up of top-class

business models to become more innovative

investments in aviation infrastructure are

09:00-11:15

speakers, with expertise in geopolitics,

and competitive in ‘A brand new world’.

paving the way for significant opportunities

Grand Auditorium (Level 1),

economics and the luxury business.

Palais des Festivals

Erik Juul-Mortensen, TFWA

Complimentary access to all badge holders

President, will open the conference with his

for the duty free and travel retail industry.

Workshops

traditional state of the industry address. He

Marion Buttler, Regional Director
Europe of the Pacific Asia Travel
Association, will look at the growth in travel

will reflect on the current evolution of the

Tuesday 20 September, 08:00-09:00

and tourism in Asia Pacific markets.

global duty free and travel retail industry,

Airline, Cruise & Ferry Workshop

Sunil Tuli, President, Asia Pacific Travel
Retail Association and Peter Mohn, Partner

as it adapts to new geopolitical and
economic realities.

This year sees the scope of the traditional

m1nd-set, will look at behavioural and other

Kofi Annan, former Secretary-General

airline workshop broadened to include two

factors that impact on duty free and travel

of the United Nations, will deliver a thought-

additional distribution channels: the cruise and

retail in Asia Pacific, quoting highlights

provoking address, offering his vision of

ferry sectors. While the retailing environments

from APTRA Consumer Research from the

‘A brand new world’ and the implications

and customer profiles may differ, there are

previous six months.

for the industry. He will touch upon the

undoubted synergies, with experiences that can

Mathieu Vanhalst, International Sales

economic and political issues affecting the

be shared and applied across the sectors.

Manager, TFWA, will look at some of the

world today and provide insights into the

The session will provide insights into

infrastructure projects underway and put

long-term implications of the unrest in

ancillary revenue innovation; innovative

the opportunities into a duty free and travel

North Africa and the Middle East.

initiatives from the cruise sector; and insights

retail perspective.
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Golf

Jogging & hiking

PEtanque Tournament

Sunday 18 September,

Sunday 18 September, 08:30

Sunday 18 September, 09:30

07:30

Ile St Marguerite

Cannes Mandelieu Golf

Boat departs from Quai

Club, Old Course

Laubeuf at 08:30

The annual Gebr Heinemann/
Estée Lauder Travel Value Golf
Tournament takes place at the
stunning Cannes Mandelieu Golf
Club, Old Course. The everpopular tournament is both fun
and competitive, with fantastic
prizes on offer.
The format of play is Travel Value
Scramble.

The stunning island of St
Marguerite is, once again, the
setting for the jogging & hiking.
Keep fit fanatics and avid
explorers will enjoy a unique
perspective on the beautiful
island. A choice of trails is

A bus with a limited capacity,
allocated on a first come first
served basis, will depart at 07:30
sharp from the Majestic Hotel.

Sunday 18 September, 10:00
Ile St Honorat
Boat departs from Quai
Laubeuf at 10:00

Place de l’Etang
Departure from Hotel
Palais Stephanie at 09:15

available for joggers of all
abilities, and experienced guides
will direct the way. Hikers will
also have the opportunity to try
some archery after their walk
amid the island’s spectacular
pine and eucalyptus forests.

Wine Tasting
L’Abbaye de Lerins,

Organised by:

Kindly
sponsored by:

The monks of Lerins Abbey
have been making wine by hand
from grapes grown in their
own vineyards on the beautiful
island of St Honorat for nearly
500 years. They will guide
you through a tasting of their
internationally acclaimed red
and white wines.

This most traditional of French
sports is established as a
popular fixture of the TFWA
World Exhibition calendar. The
tournament always provides a
fun start to the week. Players
of all abilities are welcome. The
tournament will begin at 10:00

Perfume
Masterclass

BEACH
Volleyball

Sunday 18 September, 09:00

Sunday 18 September, 09:30

Grasse

Macé beach

Coach departs from
Majestic Hotel at 09:00
New this year is the perfume
masterclass, which takes place in
the historic town of Grasse. It will
be a truly unforgettable experience,
with the chance to compose your
very own, unique eau de toilette.

The new beach volleyball
tournament is the perfect way to
make the most of the late summer
sun, not to mention Cannes’ beautiful
beaches. Players of all abilities are
encouraged to participate, with
some fantastic prizes on offer for the
winning team.

Kindly
sponsored by:
sharp; to avoid delay, participants
arriving after that time will be
unable to play.

��th
Frontier
Awards
Wednesday 21 September,
18:30 - 22:30
Hôtel Martinez
A night of celebration aiming
to recognise outstanding
examples of marketing,
innovation and retail excellence.
Dress code: Black tie
Ticket holders only

Social scene
The spectacular Opening Cocktail and Le Premium Evening this
year return to the Palm Beach, while The Scene celebrates its 10th
anniversary in style with a special Birthday Party and Closing Night.
There are some exciting new additions to the leisure activities –
beach volleyball, a perfume masterclass and wine tasting.

OPENING
COCKTAIL
INVITATION

Le Premium
Evening

Entrance by invitation only (please note that your
exhibition badge must be presented)

unforgettable evening
Monday 19 to Thursday

with an exclusive

Thursday 22

22 September,

selection of music and

September, 19:30

22:00-02:00

exciting entertainment.

Palm Beach

Riviera Beach

So make sure you

Sunday 18 September, 19:30
Palm Beach

join everyone to mark
Always a highlight

The Scene celebrates

10 years of passion,

of the week, this

its 10th anniversary

panache and great

The Opening Cocktail returns to the Palm Beach, with

year’s Le Premium

this year. The luxurious

festivities at The

the elegant terrace and pool area the focal point. Wooden

Evening will be truly

private venue on the

Scene n°10!

decking on the beach will create the perfect setting for

spectacular. The

beach is established as

relaxed networking and socialising. The highlight will be

evening includes a

the focal point for late

a firework display courtesy of the City of Cannes.

black tie gala dinner

night socialising. Two

Closing Night

and a private concert

very special events take

Thursday 22 September

by world-renowned,

place this year:

Dress code: Smart
Entrance by invitation only –
purchase invitations at the
registration pavilion.
Shuttle service available
from all major
hotels.

award-winning singer-

The festivities will

songwriter James

reach a crescendo on

Blunt. It will provide

Birthday Party

Thursday night with a

a fitting finale to a

Wednesday 21

performance from an

successful week.

September

international live band
– The White Cats! Don’t

Dress code: Black tie
Entrance by invitation only (part of full delegate
status) Shuttle service available from all major hotels.
Seats are limited. Please visit Le Premium Evening
desk to book your table.
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A special night for a very

miss out – come and

special anniversary –

join in the fun, dance

The Scene, sponsored

the night away and

by TFWA, will celebrate

celebrate this milestone

its 10th birthday in style.

anniversary. See

We promise you an

you there!
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Exhibitor
addendum
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage

LES ATELIERS DE LA MAILLE – Blue Village D3
Contact:................................... Gary Spilet
Tel:.......................................... +33 142 338 583
Email:...................................... gary.spilet@lesateliersdelamaille.com
Address: 42 rue des Jeuneurs, Paris, 75002, France

PIANA CLERICO SINCE 1582 – Yellow Village E42
Contact:................................... Gérard Laboisse
Tel:.......................................... +39 015 355 517
Email:...................................... glaboisse@gmail.com
Address: Via Milano 82, Biella, 13900, Italy

Fragrances & Cosmetics

NOUGAT LONDON – Riviera Village RE3
Contact:................................... Philippa Thomas
Tel:.......................................... +44 207 323 2222
Email:...................................... pipt@nougatlondon.co.uk
Address: 5th floor, 19/20 Berners Street, London, W1T 3NW, UK

NUXE – Blue Village F23
Contact:................................... Géraldine Pra
Tel:.......................................... +33 153 530 750
Email:...................................... gpra@nuxe.com
Address: 19 rue Péclet, Paris, 75015, France

Wine & Spirits

FOLLADOR PROSECCO – Blue Village G13
Contact:................................... Naomi Wood
Tel:.......................................... +39 (0)4 381 890 653
Email:...................................... naomi@follador.co.uk
Address: Via Gravette 42, Col San Martino, Treviso, 31010, Italy

MOSES VODKA – Yellow Village E30
Contact:................................... Nadav David
Tel:.......................................... +358 505 004 443
Email:...................................... nadav.david@globaldrinksfinland.com
Address: Puistokatu 3 A 2, Helsinki, 00140, Finland
TFWA DAILY – 7
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01

02

TFWA World Exhibition is renowned as a
platform for showcasing the latest innovations
and always keeping the offer fresh and
exciting. This year is no different, with a
multitude of major brands either exhibiting for
the first time or returning after an absence.
Here, we profile a selection.

Major new
brands
exhibiting
in Cannes
CODELLO 01

3LAB 02

Marine Village R3

Green Village L63

Who are you?

Why exhibit now?

Who are you?

Why exhibit now?

Established in Munich in 1928 by the Italian

We sell our products mainly to chain stores

3LAB is a prestige skincare company that

We are experiencing tremendous growth

Rinaldo Codello and taken over by Heinz

and classic retailers in over 80 countries.

combines the most innovative technology

internationally. Our products are highly

and Annelie Schnabl in 1986, the family

In the last few years, we have expanded our

and advanced ingredients available with

regarded and very popular in 13 countries.

business to-date has made a name for itself

business into the travel retail sector. We

serious, efficacious formulations to deliver

We feel that TFWA is the ideal opportunity to

as a provider of fine scarves and foulards.

deliver our products to different customers,

highly effective, high-end skincare products.

reach a global marketplace and are looking

Uncompromising quality is guaranteed by

who sell them in duty free shops, onboard

All the products in the line are designed to

forward to meeting with the key cosmetics

using the finest raw materials such as silk

and also in airport shopping malls. We

improve the health and beauty of the skin

buyers from around the world.

and cashmere.

hope to enlarge our sales network into new

while reversing skin damage and combating

Today, the son Michael Schnabl is primarily

markets and to build interesting contacts for

the signs of aging. Erica Chung, co-founder

What are your objectives?

responsible for the areas of sales,

the future.

and creator of the brand, was on a quest to

We hope to expand our global reach to more

create the ‘Perfect Product’ and it was her

countries, more cities and more airports.

Schnabl as head of design is responsible

What are your objectives?

passion and commitment that led to the

We look forward to meeting with potential

for the creation of the collections. In

TFWA World Exhibition allows us to meet

creation of 3LAB.

buyers and international media to help

addition to authentic and luxurious scarves

new partners in all sectors of travel retail.

marketing, strategy and his sister Miriam

introduce 3LAB to consumers looking for the

Who buys your products?

and foulards for the CODELLO women’s

ultimate skincare line.

Our products are for people serious about

successful CODELLO men’s line with her

What is your unique
selling point (USP)?

their skincare. Because we incorporate the

What is your USP?

team since 2008.

CODELLO stands for trendsetting foulards

latest technology and the highest-grade

3LAB leverages the power of scientific

and scarves. One-of-a-kind designs are

ingredients, our products are geared to

breakthroughs from our own R&D laboratory

Who buys your products?

created for every new season – but every

the prestige market. They are designed for

to create the most efficacious skincare

Our clients are people who are young-

one has the distinctive CODELLO signature.

people of all ages and skin types concerned

products in the industry with the highest

fashioned, trendy, have an individual style

CODELLO is authentic, unique, progressive,

with maintaining healthy, youthful skin.

levels of key ingredients.

and love high quality products.

qualitative and sustainable.

collection, she has also designed the

8 – TFWA DAILY
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03

04

Jose Cuervo 03

Travalo 04

Riviera Village RA8

Yellow Village D37

Who are you?

Why exhibit now?

Who are you?

Why exhibit now?

The Jose Cuervo portfolio consists of 10

Jose Cuervo International decided to

Aydya Group is the parent company of

Firstly, the show allows us to demonstrate

different product offerings. We cover every

participate at TFWA World Exhibition

Travalo, the award-winning refillable

and showcase the Travalo opportunity to a

type of tequila category: Silver, Reposado,

because we feel it is important to show the

perfume spray. Building on the success of

wider audience, and secondly to introduce

Anejo, Extra Anejo’s and 100% Agave tequila

trade our commitment and focus on the

the Travalo Classic, TFWA World Exhibition

the new Travalo Excel. We spent six months

products across all price tiers – premium to

travel retail channel.

sees the launch of the exciting new Travalo

gathering feedback from tens of thousands

ultra-luxury.

Being the world’s number 1 tequila, we are

Excel. The new Travalo Excel refillable

of users, and then six months making an

As well as the Cuervo-branded range, Jose

also proud of our history as the pioneers

perfume spray carries up to 30% more

array of changes that, in terms of features,

Cuervo International also markets the

of the tequila category, of our authentic

fragrance than the Travalo Classic, so you

retains the best, and improves the rest.

super-premium 1800 range of tequilas,

family roots which still drive the business

can travel for longer before refilling. The

Cannes is the perfect place to present the

commemorating the date that tequila was

today and, above all, of our superb range

new display and storage case protects

results of these efforts.

first aged in oak barrels, by the Cuervo

of products whose potential is in our view

the Excel from scratches and optimises

family of course, and also the super-

largely untapped in the international duty

cart and counter space. The advanced

What are your objectives?

premium Gran Centenario range, which

free channel.

aluminium spray head is totally drip free and

We have aggressive expansion plans, so we

features our unique pink tequila Rosangel.

Diageo GTME is our distributor in Europe.

comfortable to press. The Excel comes in

are reaching out to as many retailers and

In the past, we were participating at the

five colours and will soon be available in 10

regions as possible, as well as maintaining

Who buys your products?

event as part of Diageo’s distributed

colours. This means you can match different

our strong existing relationships.

Our large range of products enables us

portfolio in Europe, but our duty free

colours to your favourite fragrance or look.

to talk to different target groups. From a

footprint and ambitions stretch far beyond

duty free perspective, it covers consumers

Europe, of course.

What is your USP?
Who buys your products?

Patented easy fill system allows you to

Travalo is a product which appeals to an

refill in seconds with a simple repeat pump

of tequila to enhance their fun on holiday

What are your objectives?

exceptionally wide demographic, literally

action. Simply remove the nozzle from your

– typically looking for Cuervo Especial

Jose Cuervo International is really looking

anyone who is ‘on the go’ – men or women,

big fragrance bottle, pump Travalo up and

Reposado (‘Gold’) or Especial Silver

forward to presenting its strategy together

young or old. Everyone wants to smell

down on the tube, and you can be ready to

(‘Silver’). Cuervo Tradicional, Cuervo

with Diageo GTME to the trade during

good and make the best impression, so our

go in just a few seconds. Travalo fills directly

Platino and Cuervo Reserva de la Familia

the exhibition, delivering a consistent

goals are to improve our products until we

from almost any fragrance bottle with a

cater for consumers looking for something

message: Cuervo is a must-have brand in

manage to appeal to everyone. The Excel

removable spray head.

truly unique and differentiated in the

duty free stores.

is thus an evolution, expected to build on

Travalo has an integrated fill level indicator

the phenomenal success of the original

window to show how much fragrance you

What is your USP?

Travalo Classic, which now has 185 travel

have left, so you never run out unexpectedly.

Cuervo is the world’s largest tequila brand.

retail listings globally across all travel retail

Travalo does not require a funnel, and there

Cuervo is also the number 1 tequila in the

channels. Sales figures have been extremely

is no need to take it apart to refill it. No

US, in Mexico – the home of Tequila, in

positive, so it is not surprising that there are

more lost parts, no wasted fragrance, and

Europe, in Latin America, and in Asia – the

continuing listings confirmed for Autumn

no danger of spilling a single drop of your

world’s biggest growth region.

2011 and beyond across all channels.

expensive perfume.

looking to take a great and trusted brand

world of spirits.
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Dressing up
the business
With a focus on
function and
style, fashion and
accessories suppliers
are gearing up for their
biggest comeback yet.
Faye Rowe reports.

01
Innovation is synonymous with Tumi. Each
season the company looks to new materials
and applications outside the luggage industry
that can advance or improve its products.
02
Etienne Aigner is focusing on fresh
designs and modern styles combined
with functionality.
03
With its new SS12 collection, MCM is
upgrading the quality of its lines. This will be
supported by an enhanced international media
and marketing programme designed to create
more brand awareness among consumers.

nylon and has packing cubes inside the
suitcase to make packing easier, as well as
extra straps to add another bag.
“In today’s world the global traveller
faces various obstacles in an airport
environment, such as ever-changing
permitted dimensions, minimising weight
while trying to maximise capacity,” said
Gusman. “Tumi offers several innovative
products to make a less stressful
travel experience.”
Another range that is expected to be a big

As industry insiders will know,
there is currently a greater demand
for luggage, handbags and small
accessories in travel retail. Day
bags, messenger bags, laptop
cases, totes and carry-ons are doing
particularly well and consumers are
now looking for more fashionable
colours and textures.

hit is the collection of travel, business and
day bags created in collaboration with
the celebrated
international
designer and
architect Dror

03

Benshetrit. Dror for Tumi is themed
around the idea of “transformation”, with
bags that transform so they can instantly be
used for different purposes. Gusman said:

region to region,” said Susanne Laible,

collections have to reflect this.”

A supplier that excels at providing

“Plus, with lots of people trying to whizz

global travel retail manager, MCM. “Patent,

The bestseller for Etienne Aigner (Yellow

something to suit almost every taste is

through the airport without checking in a

for example, works very well in the Middle

Village H35) so far this year is the

Tumi (Riviera Village RG14). Its lightweight

suitcase, the carry-on bags, which comply

East. For the future, however, we are seeing

Carina Piccolina ladies handbag, which has

Vapor hard-shell and Voyageur zippered

with the permitted measurements while

a definite trend towards strong colours

a summery horseshoe design. Made from

nylon collections, which come in a range of

maximising capacity and minimising weight,

and away from the traditional black or

lightweight water-resistant nylon, it is the

fashionable colours, are performing well

are key lines for the future.”

pastels. There is also a move towards more

perfect travel companion with its interior zip

this year, as is the versatile, on-trend day

MCM’s (Riviera Village RC4) bestsellers

‘fun’ shapes, particularly from consumers

and pockets, which are perfect for stashing your

bag Alpha Bravo collection.

vary from region to region. In Asia, the trend

in China. I think this is because of the

mobile phone and other important possessions.

“Arrivé, which was launched early in 2011

is for Top Handle with Zip bags, while in

continued growth in younger travellers in

“Consumers are showing confidence to

at the premium end of our range, has

Europe, its top sellers are the more practical

this region who think less about practicality

spend and are demanding modern but

performed 100% over plan, which shows

styles such as open shoppers. In the Middle

and more about interesting and fun shapes,

functional styles in different colours, which

the luxury market is buoyant,” added Eric

East, shoulder bags and zip styles are the

such as the small Tambourine and Boston

is what our travel collection is all about,”

Gusman, senior vice president international,

most popular.

Mini. So overall we are seeing a wider

said Amanda Garbarino, inflight sales &

Tumi. It is made from lightweight ballistic

“Looking at materials, this also varies from

range of passenger profiles and thus our

travel retail, Etienne Aigner.
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One of the most functional designs in the
category is Tintamar’s (Riviera Village RB8)
Very Intelligent Pocket, which has been
extremely successful in travel retail since

04

its launch and continues to be a top seller
on airlines and at airports. It now comes in
different sizes, fabrics and pocket formats
– VIP One, VIP Two, VIP Travel, VIP Sun, VIP
Luxe – to suit different uses. Plus, there’s
the VIP Access set of three zipped purses,
which can be used independently or to fit
inside the VIP.
“The Tintamar Easy Travel Vanity, which
folds out with separate compartments for
toiletries, is also selling very well at various
airports and also onboard airlines such as
Air France, Iberia, Alitalia, Cathay, Asiana,

04
Tintamar spends time on the research and
development of new products and materials and is
always coming up with new ideas that will refresh its
selection and add greater value for consumers.

China Airlines, DragonAir and Eva,” added
Edith Petit, chairman and creative director.
Tintamar updates its colour palette regularly
from soft taupes, burgundy and beige to

05
“Travel retail is a great window for brands, presenting
the spirit of our collections to the customers who are
not used to visiting our boutiques downtown,” said
Diego Rossetti, president, Fratelli Rosetti.

fluorescent yellows and greens. It also offers
limited editions from time to time in patents,
sequins, tartan and rock-star studs to jazzup the collection.
Looking at other types of fashion
accessories out now, Marcorossi (Green

and Morgan & Oates (Mediterranean

Village M49) is showcasing a complete

Village P19) is one of the most successful

set of bags, small leather goods, belts,

suppliers around. Its success has allowed

watches, scarves and shoes, as well as

the company to invest in new styles that

products from the Italian brand, Gattinoni,

will keep buyers on their toes. This season,

at this year’s show.

floral pink and purple wraps, as well as

Similarly, Boggi Milano (Bay Village BAY

leopard print and tiger beige designs, are

11A) is exhibiting a capsule collection of

proving most popular.

items that fit well in its travel retail units,

“We attribute this to the originality of the

such as shirts, sweaters, ties, pants and

designs,” said sales consultant Jeannie

jackets – these items are ideal for business

Archer. “We are looking at all sorts of

travellers with little time on their hands.

combinations of materials and intend to

“Our next range is characterised by

give high quality products at popular price

blended and elegant colours, while a strong

points. Our items are usually impulse

emphasis is given to over dyed wool fabrics

purchases so they need to be very good

on deconstructed suits,” said Paolo Selva,

value for money to attract customers.”

brand development manager, Boggi Milano.

The company is now launching the new

“Shirts have a richer, silky looking feel

Ring Shawl, made of 10% cashmere, 30%

markets,” said Marks. “We also released

and appearance.”

silk and 60% fine wool. These new wraps

four pure Titanium models with our Maui

The company is slowly shifting its offer

are hand painted with the emphasis on

Gradient lenses offering one the lightest,

towards a more casual yet elegant attire

bright and pastel colours. Additionally, its

Stepping into the spotlight

strongest models on the market.”

in all its travel retail stores, proposing

successful 100% crushed silk wrap will

By honing in on specific consumer needs

For consumers who want high performance

contemporary, elegant and easy-to-wear

also appear in lighter, more gentle

and making the most of new technologies,

lenses without compromising on style, Maui

pieces to mix-and-match.

colours, offering something to suit every

there are also a number of advancements

Jim is a great-fit solution. However, it’s not

Wraps are a perennially a popular choice

age and budget.

in the sunglasses category this year. For

the only supplier that is experiencing growth,

05
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instance, Maui Jim’s (Green Village M59) full

Paolo Selva:
"Our next range
is characterised
by blended
and elegant
colours, while a
strong emphasis
is given to over
dyed wool
fabrics on
deconstructed
suits."

metal frame sunglasses, such as the new
Black Coral, are among the most popular
styles because they are comfortable and
versatile. Its super-lightweight frames
are also performing well. “You get an
unobstructed view and the quality of the
lenses gives brilliant colours and great
protection from glare,” explained Giles
Marks, travel retail director, Maui Jim.
This year the company launched a range of
full frame nylon styles with names like Lava
Flow and Lani, which feature its new Maui
Gradient lenses – dark at the top to protect
the eye from the sun and lighter moving
down the lens to make it easier to read.
“These are already picking up sales in many

fashion & sunglasses
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B+D (Yellow Village A21) has enjoyed several

Daniela Svasemberg. “A variety of colours

years of double-digit growth in duty free

and designs will be offered and several lens

markets around the world based on its

types such as polarized or mirrored are

expansion strategy. The company’s success

available. The consumer normally finds that

has come not only as a result of its well-

the price to quality relationship is excellent

designed sunglasses range, but is also due

and when this is added to the design of the

to its range of reading glasses which, like

model, the combination is hard to beat.”

the sunglasses range, is renowned for its

Medium-sized frames and feline-shaped

varied designs and colours.

frames are also selling very well, while

“From our sunglasses range, the aviator

a vintage style is fashionable once again.

style continues to be one of the best

Readers are selling well in all locations, with

sellers, given that its classic look is never

the full frame Clark and Kent models, which

unfashionable and the model’s unisex design

offer a retro look, finding popularity.

fits almost any face,” said general manager

For Polaroid (Golden Village GO15), men’s
metal frames in classic styles are extremely
popular, as are ladies plastic frames with

Susanne
Laible:
"Gone are the
days when
consumers only
travelled once
or twice a year;
there is a big
increase in long
weekend breaks,
particularly in
Asia and the
Middle East."

discreet metal details at the side. The
company is now launching a new suncovers
collection (sunglasses that fit over an optical
frame), a retro Best under the Sun range, a
kids sunglasses line from Polaroid, Disney
and Hello Kitty, as well as a selection of
premium 3D glasses.
“The 2012 collection is very classic and
stylish with more and more mirrored lenses
entering the collection,” said Rebecca
Harwood Lincoln, global travel retail
manager, Polaroid. “For women, crystal
frames are fashionable, especially with
beautiful detail on the sides. Green and
brown frames will be popular. The trend for
over-sized frames is starting to reverse,
however, with classic, retro-inspired
shapes and styles coming to the fore. In
general, there is a lighter feel to our styling,

07

06
reflecting the predominant textile and
footwear trends for 2012.”
Kids’ eyewear specialists, Zoobug (Green
Village K68) launched the Official London
2012 Sunglass Collection for children up to
12 years old in the UK earlier this year. Now,
it is going to launch two Team GB models
(one model for boys and one model for girls)

06
“I am expecting to see a big growth in
our business turnover, of which 25% is
represented by the duty free market,” said
Marco Rossi, CEO, Marcorossi.
07
Morgan & Oates feels lucky that
customers are still finding its products
interesting and original.

in September and expects these to be the
two bestsellers in the range.

we are seeing increasing demand for small

“We focus on practicalities to ensure

leather goods and accessories which are

comfort and durability whilst designing

ideal as gifts – thus you will see a significant

sunglasses that offer great fashion styling

assortment of wallets, card cases, key

and designs that kids love wearing,” said Dr.

chains with some cute animal and bag

Julie Diem Le, director, Zoobug. “For kids,

replica designs in our SS12 collection.”

there is more and more understanding of

Demand for on-trend shapes and styles that

the importance of UV protection for the skin

offer practicality and functionality prevails

and this is helping parents grasp the fact

and Furla (Bay Village BAY5B) meets this

that eyes should also be protected. We are

requirement head on in its SS12 collection.

delighted that quality kids’ sunglasses are

“At Furla, we design to meet the needs of

becoming more easily available. As adults

the end-consumer. We ensure we are on

now consider sunglasses a year-round

trend without losing sight of functionality,

fashion accessory, they have also realised

practicality and quality,” said Gerry Munday,

that kids also need sunglasses with lenses

head of travel retail, Furla. The philosophy is

that protect their eyes from UV rays.”

something that Bric’s (Riviera Village RA7)
can also relate to.
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The new dress code

“Consumers are looking for products that

One thing that all suppliers are very aware

embody image and functionality, with a good

of is that consumer habits are changing

quality and price and this is exactly Bric’s

fast. Notably, there is evidence to suggest

mission,” said Michele Maccapani, travel

that there are more frequent travellers and

retail manager, Bric’s. “Bric’s objective

younger customer profiles.

is to create collections that express a

“Gone are the days when consumers only

cosmopolitan style and taste, through a

travelled once or twice a year; there is

practical and functional design combining

a big increase in long weekend breaks,

trendy colours and state-of-the-art materials

particularly in Asia and the Middle East,”

at a cost-effective price. Bric’s style aims

said Laible. “And when people travel, they

to be modern and practical, careful of

like to spend. Gifting in Asia is also huge and

aesthetics and fashion trends, yet mindful of

with the rapidly growing traffic from China

that tradition in which Bric’s has its roots.”
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The good news is that the shopping mall
look and feel of airports today encourages

08

passengers to browse and buy a much wider
range of products than before.
“We find that consumers generally are more
fickle now – they like lots of variety in terms
of colours and styles, and even the less
affluent shoppers will have several versions
of a favourite-sized bag which they change
with their outfit,” said Petit. “This is why the
Very Intelligente Pocket is so successful
– people can transfer their small essentials
from one bag to another easily. Also
travellers are often restricted to one carryon bag so they can put their personal items
in a VIP and put that in their tote, briefcase
or holdall, so there is no need for a separate
handbag. People are travelling more often
and our wider product range – Easy Vanity
Bag, Bag n Roll foldaway, Easy Travel Shoes
and Bag & Co set of five drawstring bags – is
intended to make the traveller’s life easier.”

is expanding and this is supported by

As ever, price is a sensitive subject.

industry research,” said Harwood Lincoln.

Marcorossi has tweaked its production

“Sunglasses do represent one of the hotter

process in order to minimise costs and

growth categories, both in established and

pass this saving on to the consumer. “After

emerging markets, and we hear that the

a period of economic crisis, consumers are

lower to mid-market collections are doing

demanding luxury goods at cheaper prices,”

very well too. We are also being told that

said Marco Rossi, CEO, Marcorossi. “We also

more and more customers are looking to buy

made our products more functional

polarised sunglasses, a trend that has been

and practical.”

running through the last five years or so.”

“Consumers are becoming more and more

The quest for casual clothing is holding

price conscious. This works in our favour,

strong. “Consumers tend to dress more and

as our adult sunglasses retail in between

more casually and Tommy Hilfiger’s classic

$50-$100,” added Harwood Lincoln. Indeed,

American cool, preppy designs with a twist,

Polaroid sunglasses continue to be a very

directly speak to this growing casual trend,”

good consumer impulse purchase.

said Briac Pinault, VP global duty free and

“Buyers tell us that the sunglass category

travel retail, Tommy Hilfiger Group (Riviera
Village RA4). “Airports tend to focus on high

08
“The sunglasses category needs dedicated
store space so that we can display the product
attractively and provide polarised demonstrators,
so that customers can appreciate the way in
which Maui Jim lenses make colours stand out
and eliminate glare,” said Giles Marks, travel
retail director, Maui Jim.
09
Polaroid plans to focus more budget and
resources on the travel retail industry, and has
plans to expand the team.

luxury brands, and I think that there is a
tremendous potential for premium brands

Future-proofing fashion

Briac
Pinault:
"Airports tend to
focus on high
luxury brands,
and I think that
there is a
tremendous
potential for
premium brands
at accessible
price point – the
‘affordable
luxury’ segment."

Looking more closely at how category trends
are developing, the sunglasses category
is providing a lot of drama. Generation
Research suggests that sunglasses were the
fastest growing product category in global
duty free and travel retail sales in 2010 at
+28.5%, which is a massive leap. With the
increased wealth and the huge increase in
outbound and inbound tourism in Asia, there
is a rapidly growing market for international
brands and sunglasses are, of course, linked
to travel and also a great way to buy into an
aspirational brand.
The eyewear category has grown very
strongly throughout the world over the last
few years. Operators now realise that they
can make very good margins from having a
wider range in distinct price categories.
“The synergy of both suppliers and

at accessible price point – the ‘affordable

operators has shown positive results

luxury’ segment.”

within the category,” said Svasemberg.

Brands offering a touch of luxury are also

“The support of the operators with the

finding a place. This year Rosafox (Marine

collections this year,” said Sari Vainio,

inclusion of impressive marketing tools, new

Village S11) is launching interiors products

international sales, Rosafox. “Consumers

merchandising units and a constant update

made from fur, such as cushions and wall

want products that will last, so natural

of the eyewear areas has been one of the

art in Finnish blue fox. “All the top designers

materials such as fur are the foundations of a

reasons that helped the growth brands and

have real fur in some form in their colourful

luxury product.”

the category itself. We feel that the category
can still grow further and operators know
that they can make better revenue per
square metre. At a company level, at B+D
we give a lot of emphasis to our displays in

09

order to highlight our ranges in the stores.”
B+D’s floor displays and counter displays
allow the consumers to recognise the
brand easily and find a full selection
of our products.
“We are constantly updating our displays,
and this year we are launching a new
Readers floor display which contains four
trays of products and can hold between 144
and 192 units (depending on product mix),”
said Svasemberg.
Space and visual merchandising is still an
issue in many airports and suppliers have
to convince airport authorities and
retailers to invest in fashion and improve
brand presentation.
“Securing sufficient space is always a
problem as there are many categories
competing for the same square footage,”
said Munday. “We aim to build excellent
relationships with retailers and to build on
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our existing success in airports to show

10

that the brand can support the space we
believe it requires. Plus, we want to further
develop the space devoted to leather goods
and fashion, not only through boutiques and
corners, but also the generic area devoted
to this category.”
“Securing space for display in travel retail
is always a challenge as accessories are not
perceived as a traditional travel retail item,”
added Petit. “There is also the challenge of
copycat products which steal our market
and undermine our brand value as they
are low quality.”

friendly accessories, our partners face

Due to the wide breadth of Tumi’s offerings,

difficulties trying to tighten assortments

space also happens to be the biggest

when they want to take it all,” said Gusman.

challenge that the supplier is facing. “As

“Many airports are not able, or willing, to

Tumi continues to expand and create a

allocate sufficient space to the luggage

true lifestyle brand with savvy and travel

category. However, Tumi’s categories have
developed over the years to be much more

11

than the black box that gets a person from
point A to point B. While our heritage and

Diego
Rossetti
“Consumers,
travellers,
tourists know
our name but
are not always
aware of the
contents of our
products nor of
our history.”

early success is a result of innovative and
quality luggage, our future and ongoing
development of a true lifestyle brand will
strengthen and grow the brand for our
discerning consumer base.”
Driving awareness can help set the ball
rolling. “Consumers, travellers, tourists
know our name but are not always aware
of the contents of our products nor of our
history,” said Diego Rossetti, president,
Fratelli Rosetti (Red Village L7). “Displaying
the brand more and more will help us to
educate people and let them discover that
craftsmanship still comes at affordable
prices. The company’s aim is to tell the
story of its 60-year history, which is

10
B+D is looking intensively at a
number of new segments and
expects to launch some new surprising
items at the beginning of 2012.
11
One of Zoobug’s great successes
in travel retail is the bespoke
stands that it offers.
12
Furla is already very well established in travel retail
globally, but there are a number of regions where the
company see further opportunities, particularly in Asia,
the Middle East and the Americas.

why it came up with the idea of ‘Master
Hands’, a project based on cultural
collaborations. In its first edition, Fratelli
Rosetti organised an international photo
exhibition by the famous Italian photoreporter Ferdinando Scianna, all based
on hands. Many other collaborations will
follow, starting from September.

12

“The biggest challenge we are facing at
the moment is the market in continuous
evolution, with big changes in technology,
trends, changing habits of consumers,
increasing number of competitors, and
many factors which bring us to constantly
monitor the situation and be one step ahead
of the other players,” said Rossi. “We are
deeply convinced that the visibility for our
product is everything. In order to reach our
goals we need to increase our presence in
the stores and in places like the airports
and the international fairs where many
people from all over the world pass by.
While the traditional duty free categories of
liquor, tobacco and fragrances/cosmetics
are important, it is the ‘other’ travel retail
areas which are seeing most growth and
which deserve more investment in space,
merchandising and prominence.”
It would help if retailers and operators could
be more proactive in how they promote the
travel retail offer, through better use of
social media, websites, passenger mailings
and advertising at the airport. “It is difficult,
of course, because many passengers are
not regular customers in the same way that
they are on the high street,” said Laible.
“Nevertheless, a more concerted effort to
reach the passenger before they arrive at
the airport would be a good move. Some
airports, such as Changi, are doing this very
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well already – others need to follow their
example.” Commitment is key.
“Some trade buyers are still reluctant to

13

commit to the category or to our brand and
see sunglasses as a high risk purchase,”
said Harwood Lincoln. “The more we expand
our distribution, and buyers see Polaroid
sunglasses available, the lower this barrier
is becoming. A younger buyer can tend to
see the brand as not cutting edge or not
prestigious enough. In this case we need
to prove ourselves through real-life tests
before getting the green light for a full-scale
rollout. In the end, most buyers find that we
are complementary and not substitutional to
their higher-end sunglasses.”
When retailers pay attention to correct
branding it can really help the sell-through.
“Consumers have a limited attention span
at airports and need to be able to identify
different lines at a glance,” said Harwood
Lincoln. “We are always keen to support
sales promotions with our customers
depending on their needs. For example, this
summer we are working with World Duty
Free on a kids’ promotion in one of their
London Gatwick stores. We also run a major
annual promotion in Amsterdam Airport

about new and better ways to commercialise

Schiphol with long-term partners Kappé."

our products. We are actually working on

Archer added: “Most retailers and operators

a new family of displays, as well as new

understand that it is good to have something

packaging and attractive GWP promotions.”

on board that is not available on the

Boggi MiIlano will soon be opening its doors

domestic market and therefore are open

in Budapest and Moscow with two new

to sensible negotiation on costs of product

flagship stores that will represent the full

support. Unfortunately, there are still some

spirit of the brand.

companies that insist on high investment

“Geographically speaking, we are targeting

to sell on board, therefore missing out on

Asian markets as we feel confident that they

potential sales.”

will be highly successful for us the moment

13
Bric’s biggest challenge is
becoming a leader in the
luggage and accessory market,
with state-of -the-art materials
and unique products.
14
A focused visual merchandising
is usually more efficient that any
promotion for Tommy Hilfiger.
15
Rosafox’s promotional efforts
concentrate on showcasing its
products at international fairs.

we will open our first doors there,” said

New opportunities

Selva. “From a brand point of view, in our

Looking ahead, B+D has plans for expanding

case, growth has been achieved by strong

Air, Jet Air, Tiger and Jetstar Asia. At the other

in some specific regions in Asia, Europe and

commitment and enduring consistency in

end of the scale, being quite new to travel

also the inflight business.

the values we transmit. We have achieved

retail, Tommy Hilfiger is still on expansion

“We have recently appointed a number of

growth by shortening the supply chain,

phase, with a strong opening programme of

regional and category specific distributors

making constant targeted replenishments to

stores and shop-in-shops. Its objective is to be

to make our international sales grow at a

the store and keeping true our reputation for

among the leading ready-to-wear brands in

quicker rate,” said Svasemberg. “This is the

an excellent price-quality ratio. Currently we

travel retail in the next three to five years.

result of the second stage of the expansion

are focusing on direct expansion in Europe

“I think the biggest growth opportunities

strategy of the company worldwide after

and via partnerships in the Middle East,

for Bric’s are now the Asian and South

launching in the most important duty free

India and the Far East.”

spots in the world. In terms of marketing,

Aigner’s inflight business continues to

we are constantly developing and thinking

grow with new listings this year on ANA, Thai

15

American markets, where we still have
a lot to explore and which are incredibly
emerging,” said Maccapani.
Meanwhile, MCM plans to continue growth in
Asia and the Middle East and will be opening

14

an additional 20 stores on the China domestic
market next year, and that will be reflected in
further growth through airports. The company
will be looking particularly at niche locations
where it can fully capture the audience.
“We see definite potential too in South
America, but we have to ensure that the
environment of the location is in keeping with
the MCM image,” said Laible. “I also believe
there is great potential for MCM with cruise
ships. We already have some good business
with Harding Brothers and I am convinced
there is far more to be had – it is just a
question of getting the selection right for the
passenger profile.”
As Petit predicts: “The emerging middle class
and increasing disposable income in China,
Korea, Taiwan, India, Brazil, Russia and other
developing countries will not only generate an
increase in passenger flow, but also create a
greater demand for luxury goods.”
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Celebrate
the SUN

Tintin merchandise
As sole distributor to the

When Silhouette, one of the world’s

travel retail industry

leading brands of eyewear, creates

of that most famous

sunglasses you can be certain that they

of world travellers

have crafted something unique: the new

– Tintin, Cannes

Silhouette Premium sunglass collection.

provides the perfect

It represents the perfect combination

platform for Socatec

of design, lightness, and comfort with

to share the very

optical protection and safety of a premium

latest Moulinsart

sunglass lens.

merchandise releases

Silhouette Premium sunglasses enable

associated with this

the wearer to see in strong sunlight in a

amazing and ageless

relaxed manner and comfortably, clearly

character.

and sharply, without any restrictions or

Tintin offers a

clouding. They protect the eye completely

portfolio of product

from UVA, UVB and UVC radiation, and up to

opportunities from toys

93% of blue light is filtered out.

to ceramics, clothing

For the current SUN 2012 collection,

to literature, available

Silhouette has developed a colour system

across a spectrum of

for sun protection lenses based on individual

price points, creating

needs. Lenses in brown strengthen colour

endless retail

contrasts, while grey lenses give the wearer

opportunities.

Socatec will continue to highlight an

a natural, undistorted colour perception.

As this interest continues to grow from

extensive range of customised models,

The shade of green lenses from Silhouette

strength to strength, extra excitement is

licensed Airbus A380 and Air Force One

enables fresh perspectives and brilliant

already being generated by the pending

ranges, plus it will be introducing a

images. The collection is perfect for relaxing

October worldwide release of the first of

number of exciting new aviation retail

moments under the sun.

Steven Spielberg’s Tintin film trilogy –

product innovations.

Riviera Village RE9

The Adventures of Tintin: Secret of
the Unicorn.

Blue Village F22
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Pure
minerals

calming serums, special masks and rich
anti-aging products.
In the Moisture Plus line, the light,
delicately scented Vitamin Moisture
Cream with volcanic rock extract is rapidly
absorbed. Hyaluronic acid moisturises

A touch of
minimalism

dry skin intensively for up to 24 hours.
With the new Pure Minerals skincare

The Intensive Regenerating Cream with

Minimalism is the central concept for

series, ARTDECO has developed three new

volcanic rock guarantees rich, intense care.

Equss’ new watch and jewellery collections.

product lines: Moisture Plus, Skin Solutions

Even after the first use, the skin feels silky

They feature simple shapes and clean

and Anti-aging. These combine a selection

smooth and soft. Ultra Moisture Eye Cream

lines, with unique design details. These

of mineral, natural plant oils and innovative

with Volcanic Rock Extract pampers the

minimalist elements make the products

active ingredients. Women can choose

delicate eye area with intensive moisture

timeless and classic.

between delicate moisturising creams,

and freshness.

The watches combine functionality with

The Skin Solution line includes products

high quality craftsmanship. The Maille

such as the Dermo Sensitive Serum,

timepiece features a slim shape, stainless

which calms sensitive and irritated skin;

steel watchcase and leather strap trimmed

the fragrance-free SOS Rich Cream is

with checked stitches. The Equss logo

intensively rich and has a multitude of

charm hangs under the watchcase, giving a

active ingredients; the SOS Calming Mask

feminine touch to the collection. Sottile is a

has a combination of active ingredients that

subtle collection; it features four crystals on

leave the skin visibly rested; the Purifying

a stainless steel watchcase to indicate the

Mineral Mask refines pores and makes the

numbers and has a genuine leather strap.

silver in rose gold plating, mounted with a

skin matte and pure; the Oil Control Cream

Meanwhile, Equss jewellery is made of

crystal heart. It makes a great gift for

perfectly matches the needs of impure

either sterling silver of 18K gold, and

any anniversary, birthday, holiday or

skin; the Anti-Couperose Balm is a soft,

its pearls are Natural Cultural Pearls.

special occasion.

calming, product specifically designed for

Metamorphosis features a ring, earrings

There are also new bracelets in the jewellery

skin with tendencies towards rosacea and

and pendant. The Metamorphosis pendant

collections, including Petit – made of heart-

redness; and the Spot Control Cream offers

is made of sterling silver, rose gold plating

shaped sterling silver inlaid with crystals;

immediate help for impurities.

and crystals.

Seul – a crystal bracelet set in polished

The Anti-aging line features an Age Control

Crafted with crystal, the Larme set of

sterling silver; and Dignité, which combines

Eye Cream, and Instant Lifting Perfection

pearl jewellery offers an elegant, timeless

sparkling crystals, shining sterling silver and

Cream and a Crystal Firming Serum.

design with its necklace and earrings.

a feminine design.

Riviera Village RF8

Amoureux is a dazzling pendant that
features a melting heart made of sterling

Riviera Village RF11
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Masterpiece Collection
Cuvée 2.105 is the latest addition to Camus’
Masterpiece Collection. In February 2011,
then aged 65 and 40, Jean-Paul and Cyril
Camus, father and son, selected for the
creation of Cuvée 2.105 two remarkable
Cognacs whose ages and characters
faithfully represent their own personalities.
Painstakingly assembled in identical
proportions, the blend of Cognacs with
a guaranteed minimum age of 65 and 40
years is uniquely rare. Cuvée 2.105 is an
exceptional and strictly limited edition of
just 1,228 numbered pieces. The Grande
Champagne of 65 years minimum guaranteed
age has a gentle, creamy nose and is
dominated by fruity and brioche notes of great
length and richness.
The Grande Champagne of 40 years minimum
guaranteed age has a contemporary character
full of roundness, but also freshness. The two
Grand Champagnes have differing characters,

Baileys
truffles

Baileys experience – the rich creaminess
and unique, delicious taste. Each
chocolate is creatively decorated, ensuring
a beautiful presentation. The packs are
perfect gifts for travellers to take home
and, at attractive prices, are excellent

but are wonderfully complementary. The palate

impulse purchases.

is creamily rich and luxurious, with delicious
freshness and mature flavours. The cascade

Lir Chocolates is presenting its new,

“The combination of a much-loved brand

of flavours reveals highlights of hazelnut,

exciting range of Baileys truffles on the

and luxury chocolates at affordable prices

chocolate, dried plums and cedar wood.

Bord Bia stand at this year’s TFWA World

is the reason that Baileys is so successful

Cuvée 2.105 is presented in a unique case,

Exhibition. Baileys is enjoyed by million

in travel retail,” said Hugh O’Brien,

holding the exclusive and striking Baccarat

around the world; in fact, 2,260 glasses of

commercial director, Lir Chocolates.

Crystal decanter.

the hugely popular Irish Cream liqueur are

Blue Village F11
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drunk every minute of every day.
Baileys chocolates capture the much-loved

Mediterranean
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Cooley’s new 18-year-olds
Cooley Distillery, Ireland’s only independent

and malt whisky, expertly blended by Master

with a small batch bottling of just 4,000.

whiskey distillery, will officially unveil

Blender Noel Sweeney. Sophisticated brand

Following on from the highly successful

two new 18-year-old expressions for its

packaging pays homage to the rich heritage

Greenore 15 Year Old, the 18 Year Old

Greenore and Kilbeggan brands at TFWA

and quality of the Kilbeggan brand, while also

showcases how extra years in American

World Exhibition, where it is present on the

maintaining a contemporary look and feel.

oak casks impart further depth and flavour.

Bord Bia stand.

Designed as a collector’s item, and therefore

The sleek, modern bottle is showcased in

Kilbeggan 18 Year Old Irish Whiskey is the

ideal for travel retail both for self-purchase

a premium stylish box, strongly branded to

oldest expression of Kilbeggan Irish Whiskey

and gifting, Kilbeggan 18 Year Old has a

ensure excellent stand out on shelf.

and the small batch bottling has been limited

beautifully balanced sweet, smooth taste.

to just 4,000 bottles. It is created from

Greenore 18 Year Old is the oldest bottling

specially selected casks of the oldest grain

of Single Grain Irish Whiskey in the world,

Whisky
‘fit for
a Prince’

Mediterranean
Village N17

blend of 45-year-old whiskies, infused

old whiskies is infused with Drambuie’s

with Drambuie’s secret recipe of herbs

famed secret recipe, long steeped in oak

and spices. The solid wood presentation

aged, Speyside whisky.

box contains a hand-etched crystal replica

Tim Dewey, global marketing director for

of the famous Spottiswoode ‘Amen’ glass,

The Drambuie Liqueur Co, commented:

with a second large crystal stopper for the

“Following the successful launch of The

decanter.

Royal Legacy of 1745 in 2009 and Drambuie

A letter-pressed hand-bound 32-page

15 last year, the introduction of the ultra-

The Jacobite Collection – The Spirit of the

leather booklet, drafted by highly regarded

premium Jacobite Collection was a natural

’45 is the latest, rarest and most valuable

whisky writer, Ian Buxton, tells the historic

progression and ideal fit for the exclusive

addition to the award winning Drambuie

story of the Jacobite rebellion, Drambuie,

travel retail market.”

range. It is being launched at TFWA World

its antique Jacobite glass collection and the

A maximum of 150 presentation boxes of

Exhibition and is regarded by Drambuie to

details behind the collection.

The Jacobite Collection will be released,

be the finest product it has ever created and

The collection is one-of-a-kind. Chosen by

retailing for £3,500 per set.

a gift ‘truly fit for a Prince’. The stunning

Drambuie’s Master Blender, Derek McInally,

hand-blown crystal decanter holds a rare

the unique blend of highly limited 45-year-

Riviera Village RF9
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full exhibitor
listing ����
Stand name
3 LAB
A. DE FUSSIGNY
ABC SPA
ACCA KAPPA
ADVANCED WIRELESS TECHNOLOGIES
ADVINI
AGIO CIGARS
AHAVA DEAD SEA LABORATORIES
AIR-VAL INTERNATIONAL
AJMAL
AL NASSMA CHOCOLATE
ALBERT BICHOT
ALEXANDRA PLATA
ALPURE
ALYSSA ASHLEY
ANDRE CLAUDE CANOVA
ANDRE MOUCHE
ANGUS DUNDEE DISTILLERS PLC
ANNAYAKE
ANTHIME MOULEY
ANTHON BERG
ANTICA MURRINA
APU COMPANY MONGOLIA
ART & FRAGRANCE SA
ARTDECO COSMETIC GROUP
ARTHES
ARTURO FUENTE CIGARS
AURORA PENS & ACCESSORIES
B+D BUCH+DEICHMANN
BACARDI GLOBAL TRAVEL RETAIL DIVISION
BACCARAT
BALLY
BARDINET
BARTON & GUESTIER
BEAUTE PRESTIGE INTERNATIONAL
BEAUTY CONTACT, INC
BEAUTY IS LIFE
BEHN (NANNERL)
BELVEDERE
BENSIMON COLLECTION
BEURER
BIJOUX TERNER
BLACK UP
BOGGI MILANO
BONARDO TRAVEL RETAIL
BONBON WATCH
BOND NO.9 - NEW YORK
BORCO INTERNATIONAL
BOTTEGA VERDE
BOUCHARD PERE ET FILS
BOULARD CALVADOS
BOURJOIS
BRACCIALINI
BRAUN GMBH
BRIC’S
BRIONI
BRISA ENTERTAINMENT
BRISTISH AMERICAN TOBACCO INTERNATIONAL
BROSWAY
BROWN-FORMAN
BRUICHLADDICH DISTILLERY
BRUYERRE
BUCKLEY JEWELLERY
BULGARI
BUTLERS CHOCOLATES
CADBURY SCHWEPPES INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL RETAIL
CAFE-TASSE
CALVADOS PERE MAGLOIRE
CAMEL
CAMPARI
CARAN D’ACHE
CAROLE FRANK PARIS
CARON
CASA VINICOLA ZONIN
CASCINA SAN CASSIANO
CASTEL
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Village

Stand number

Green Village
Red Village
Green Village
Riviera Village
Yellow Village
Red Village
Yellow Village
Green Village
Green Village
Red Village
Blue Village
Yellow Village
Riviera Village
Marine Village
Green Village
Mediterranean Village
Red Village
Green Village
Green Village
Green Village
Blue Village
Blue Village
Green Village
Red Village
Riviera Village
Green Village
Bay Village
Yellow Village
Yellow Village
Bay Village
Blue Village
Riviera Village
Yellow Village
Yellow Village
Riviera Village
Yellow Village
Green Village
Yellow Village
Green Village
Green Village
Yellow Village
Blue Village
Green Village
Bay Village
Blue Village
Red Village
Green Village
Green Village
Red Village
Red Village
Yellow Village
Green Village
Bay Village
Mediterranean Village
Riviera Village
Golden Village
Green Village
Bay Village
Blue Village
Green Village
Yellow Village
Green Village
Red Village
Marine Village
Green Village
Riviera Village
Green Village
Red Village
Bay Village
Bay Village
Riviera Village
Green Village
Riviera Village
Blue Village
Red Village
Mediterranean Village

L 63
K 21
L 36
RA 6
F 57
K6
H 49
M 62
M 50
H 18
F1
H 57
RE 11
S8
J 54
P 12
L 28
L 55
J 36
L 62
B7
D 12
L 64
J 33
RF 8
M 54
BAY 12
G 36
A 21
BAY 21 / BAY 29
B 13
RC 6
H 53
D 42
RH 3
F 58
J 51
D 34
H 52
K 62
C 34
C8
K 37
BAY 11 A
H 29
J 16
J 46
M 74
L 19
J3
D 30
J 40
BAY 3A
P 15
RA 7
GO 11
H 58
Bay Terrace
C4
M 70
E 35
K 59
K 17
FOYER 2
L 73
RG 5
K 59
J5
BAY 17
BAY 25
RB 9
M 63
RE 5
F4
K7
P 17

Sector
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Wine & Spirits
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Electronics
Wine & Spirits
Tobacco
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Confectionery & Fine Food
Wine & Spirits
Jewellery / Watches
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Jewellery / Watches
Wine & Spirits
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Confectionery & Fine Food
Jewellery / Watches
Wine & Spirits
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Tobacco
Gifts / Toys
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Wine & Spirits
Jewellery / Watches
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Wine & Spirits
Wine & Spirits
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Wine & Spirits
Wine & Spirits
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Electronics
Jewellery / Watches
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Confectionery & Fine Food
Jewellery / Watches
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Wine & Spirits
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Wine & Spirits
Wine & Spirits
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Electronics
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Gifts / Toys
Tobacco
Jewellery / Watches
Wine & Spirits
Wine & Spirits
Confectionery & Fine Food
Jewellery / Watches
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Confectionery & Fine Food
Confectionery & Fine Food
Confectionery & Fine Food
Wine & Spirits
Jewellery / Watches
Wine & Spirits
Gifts / Toys
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Wine & Spirits
Confectionery & Fine Food
Wine & Spirits
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CAVIAR PETROSSIAN
CERRUTI 1881
CHAMPAGNE NICOLAS FEUILLATTE
CHANEL
CHARRIER PARFUMS
CHATEAU D’ESCLANS - SACHA LICHINE
CHATEAU DU TARIQUET
CHOCOLAT FREY
CHOYA UMESHU
CHRISTIAN BRETON
CHURCHILL’S CONFECTIONERY PLC
CL WORLD BRANDS
CLARINS GROUP
CLOGAU GOLD
CODELLO
COFINLUXE
COGNAC CAMUS
COGNAC FERRAND
COGNAC FRAPIN
COGNAC GODET
COLLAERT - L’AIGLON
COLLISTAR
COMPAGNIE DE GUYENNE - COGNAC MEUKOW
COMPAGNIE DE PROVENCE
CONDENSE PARIS
CORTON ANDRE
COSTUME NATIONAL - PATRIZIA PEPE
COTY BEAUTY
COTY PRESTIGE
CREED
CRISLU
DAVIDOFF INTERNATIONAL
DE KUYPER ROYAL DISTILLERS
DE RUY PERFUMES
DECLARÉ
DELAVIUDA ALIMENTACION S.A.
DENIS CHARPENTIER GROUP
DESIGN GO
DESIGNER PARFUMS
DESIGUAL
DESTILERIAS CAMPENY
DEUMER 1863
DIAGEO
DIEGO DALLA PALMA
DIOR
DISTILLERIA BOTTEGA
DISTILLERIE FRANCIACORTA
DISTILLERIES ET DOMAINES DE PROVENCE
DOBBÉ COGNAC
DRAGEES REYNAUD
DRAMBUIE
DUC D’O CHOCOLATES
DUFRE
DUFRI INTERNATIONAL BV
DURANCE
DUTY FREE NEWS INTERNATIONAL
DV FRANCE
DYRBERG KERN
ELLA MORISSA
ELSA GROUPE SAM
EMPIRE OF SCENTS
EMPORIO ARMANI / GIORGIO ARMANI
EQUSS
ERBARIO TOSCANO
ESTEBAN
ESTEE LAUDER
ETIENNE AIGNER
ETRO
EUROCOSMESI
EUROITALIA
FALIC FASHION GROUP
FALORNI ITALIA LE BORSE
FAUCHON
FAZER GLOBAL TRAVEL TRADE
FEODORA CHOCOLADE
FERRERO
FESTINA
FIRST AMERICAN BRANDS
FLOR DE CANA
FOIES GRAS ROUGIÉ
FOLLADOR PROSECCO
FOLLI FOLLIE
FORESTER
FOSSIL
FRANCOIS DE FONBELLE
FRATELLI BRANCA DISTILLERIE SRL
FRATELLI ROSSETTI
FREDERIQUE CONSTANT
FREY WILLE
FURLA
GATTINONI - MARCOROSSI SRL
GEBR. HEINEMANN
GENERATION
GENEVA WATCH GROUP
GEORG JENSEN

Riviera Village
Bay Village
Red Village
Ambassadeurs Village
Yellow Village
Red Village
Yellow Village
Blue Village
Marine Village
Green Village
Yellow Village
Marine Village
Ambassadeurs Village
Yellow Village
Marine Village
Red Village
Blue Village
Red Village
Blue Village
Blue Village
Blue Village
Green Village
Red Village
Green Village
Green Village
Red Village
Blue Village
Marine Village
Marine Village
Blue Village
Blue Village
Riviera Village
Blue Village
Yellow Village
Ambassadeurs Village
Blue Village
Blue Village
Green Village
Yellow Village
Mediterranean Village
Ambassadeurs Village
Ambassadeurs Village
Red Village
Yellow Village
Marine Croisette
Yellow Village
Red Village
Red Village
Marine Village
Yellow Village
Riviera Village
Green Village
Blue Village
Blue Village
Green Village
Red Village
Blue Village
Blue Village
Blue Village
Red Village
Yellow Village
Ambassadeurs Village
Riviera Village
Yellow Village
Green Village
Riviera Village
Yellow Village
Riviera Village
Riviera Village
Riviera Village
Red Village
Ambassadeurs Village
Riviera Village
Red Village
Yellow Village
Green Village
Yellow Village
Green Village
Green Village
Riviera Village
Blue Village
Ambassadeurs Village
Green Village
Bay Village
Blue Village
Yellow Village
Red Village
Riviera Village
Yellow Village
Bay Village
Green Village
Yellow Village
Yellow Village
Golden Village
Yellow Village

RA 3
BAY 14
J 18
V 11
B 20
K1
B 28
H 27
S 10
J 41
D 31
S7
V1 / V3 / V5
D 35
R3
K 35
F 11
J 12
AA 5
A1
H 31
K 36
J6
L 39
H 42
J4
A6
S3 / S5 / S9
FOYER 3 / S13 / S15
D 13
G4
RH 8
F 15
G 38
U2
G 22
D1
K 60
E 36
N5
U1
U6
M38 / M39
F 47
T2
A 16
L 11
K 15
R5
F 55
RF 9
J 47
C5
A 11
M 60
H8
G3
E 13
F 12
L 16
B 15
V7
RF 11
C 30
H 44
RE18 / RH16
H 35
RJ 16
RC 9
RE 2
K 25
U3
RD 7
K 10
G 40
J 35
C 25
J 57
M 65
RA 5
G 13
V2
L 67
BAY 13
H 13
E 33
L7
RG 13
C 15
BAY 5B
M 49
D 21
D 40
GO 1
F 48

Confectionery & Fine Food
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Wine & Spirits
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Wine & Spirits
Wine & Spirits
Confectionery & Fine Food
Wine & Spirits
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Confectionery & Fine Food
Wine & Spirits
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Jewellery / Watches
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Wine & Spirits
Wine & Spirits
Wine & Spirits
Wine & Spirits
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Wine & Spirits
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Wine & Spirits
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Jewellery / Watches
Tobacco
Wine & Spirits
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Confectionery & Fine Food
Wine & Spirits
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Wine & Spirits
Jewellery / Watches
Wine & Spirits
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Wine & Spirits
Wine & Spirits
Wine & Spirits
Wine & Spirits
Confectionery & Fine Food
Wine & Spirits
Confectionery & Fine Food
Confectionery & Fine Food
Electronics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Press
Confectionery & Fine Food
Jewellery / Watches
Jewellery / Watches
Jewellery / Watches
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Jewellery / Watches
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Confectionery & Fine Food
Confectionery & Fine Food
Confectionery & Fine Food
Confectionery & Fine Food
Jewellery / Watches
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Wine & Spirits
Confectionery & Fine Food
Wine & Spirits
Jewellery / Watches
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Jewellery / Watches
Wine & Spirits
Wine & Spirits
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Jewellery / Watches
Jewellery / Watches
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Press
Jewellery / Watches
Jewellery / Watches
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GEORGES DUBOEUF
GERARD BERTRAND
GERZON DUTY FREE
GIORGIO FEDON 1919
GIORGIO JANEKE MILANO
GODIVA CHOCOLATIER
GOLD SILK
GOLDKENN
GOSH COSMETICS
GRAND MARNIER
GUEPARD CAVALLINI
GUERLAIN
GUESS
GUEST MEN
GUYLIAN
H. MOUNIER
HABANOS
HANSE DISTRIBUTION
HARSTON GROUP
HEDIARD
HEINEKEN DUTY FREE & TRAVEL RETAIL
HERMES
HERSHEY’S
HUNTING WORLD
I SANTI
IAN MACLEOD DISTILLERS LTD
ICE-WATCH
IDESA PARFUMS SA
IL BORRO SRL
IMPERIAL TOBACCO INTERNATIONAL LTD
INCC GROUP
INGRID MILLET
INITIATIVE CO LTD
INSTITUT KARITE PARIS
INTER PARFUMS
INTERCOSMA WEST
INTERNATIONAL BEVERAGE
INTERTRADE EUROPE
IRELAND
ISOTTA FRASCHINI
ITF SPA
J CORTES CIGARS - GRYSON
J.C. NEWMAN / FUENTE & NEWMAN
JACK RUSSELL MALLETIER
JACOBSENS BAKERY
JACOMO
JACQUES BOGART
JACQUES LEMANS
JAPAN TOBACCO INTERNATIONAL
JEAN D’AVEZE & WEIL
JOSE CUERVO
JURLIQUE
KALOO, COROLLE & CLAYEUX BY MILLENNIUM FRAGRANCES
KARELIA
KC CHOCOLATIER
KENZO
KIPLING DIVISION - VF EUROPE BVBA
KORLOFF
KOTO PARFUMS
KRAFT FOODS WORLD TRAVEL RETAIL
KT & G
L AND L SAS
L’AMY GROUP
L’OCCITANE EN PROVENCE
L’OREAL
L’OREAL PRODUITS DE LUXE INTERNATIONAL
LA BAGAGERIE
LA COLLINE
LA MARTINA
LA MARTINIQUAISE
LA PRAIRIE
LA RIC
LA SULTANE DE SABA
LA-TWEEZ
LACOSTE
LAMBRETTA WATCHES
LANSON INTERNATIONAL DIFFUSION
LARSEN LE COGNAC DES VIKINGS
LAYLA COSMETICS SRL
LE SPORTSAC
LEAF AB SWEDEN
LEGO GROUP
LEO WITTWER
LEONIDAS
LEONOR GREYL
LES ATELIERS DE LA MAILLE
LIFETRONS SWITZERLAND
LINDT & SPRUNGLI (SCHWEIZ) AG
LLADRO
LOLLIPOPS PARIS
LONGCHAMP
LORIENCE PARIS
LOUIS ROYER
LUCIANO SOPRANI
LUXOTTICA GROUP
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Red Village
Red Village
Blue Village
Green Village
Blue Village
Yellow Village
Yellow Village
Riviera Village
Riviera Village
Bay Village
Riviera Village
Riviera Village
Bay Village
Yellow Village
Mediterranean Village
Red Village
Bay Village
B+4
Yellow Village
Red Village
Blue Village
Riviera Village
Green Village
Green Village
Blue Village
Red Village
Red Village
Golden Village
Green Village
Golden Village
Red Village
Green Village
Green Village
Blue Village
Ambassadeurs Village
Green Village
Marine Village
Red Village
Mediterranean Village
Green Village
Riviera Village
Marine Village
Blue Village
Red Village
Red Village
Red Village
Riviera Village
Riviera Village
Marine Village
Red Village
Riviera Village
Yellow Village
Ambassadeurs Village
Bay Village
Red Village
Riviera Village
Riviera Village
Green Village
Green Village
Riviera Village
Marine Village
Green Village
Bay Village
Ambassadeurs Village
Riviera Village
Niveau 5
Yellow Village
Yellow Village
Red Village
Red Village
Riviera Village
Yellow Village
Green Village
Yellow Village
Riviera Village
Yellow Village
Blue Village
Yellow Village
Green Village
Green Village
Blue Village
Marine Village
Red Village
Blue Village
Green Village
Blue Village
Blue Village
Marine Village
Yellow Village
Riviera Village
Bay Village
Green Village
Red Village
Red Village
Riviera Village

J 10
K 11
F 27
K 54
C7
F 33
E 41
RC 7
RF 5
BAY 8
RF 13
RJ 17
BAY 2
H 63
P 13
K 30
BAY 23
OFFICE 43
B 23
M 29
F 13
RD 13
K 40
M 67
C 18
K 22
L 21
GO 10
L 71
GO 6
H4
J 66
H 60
E3
V9
H 50
S2
J 22
N 17
L 37
RD 9
S6
B1
J 21
J 19
L 25
RC 1
RC 8
T1
L 17
RA 8
F 49
U5 / U7 / U11
BAY 6
J2
RE 15
RE 7
K 61
K 56
RG 5
S 14
M 71
BAY 11B
V6
RH2 / RH5
W1
E 32
E 39
L 29
M 33
RE 6
D 25
L 57
G 46
RH 15
F 60
G 28
F 50
L 47
L 60
C2
S1
J7
D 24
M 42
D3
G7
R7
C 28
RJ 20
BAY 10
K 39
K 16
L 20
RG 8

Wine & Spirits
Wine & Spirits
Jewellery / Watches
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Confectionery & Fine Food
Jewellery / Watches
Confectionery & Fine Food
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Wine & Spirits
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Confectionery & Fine Food
Wine & Spirits
Tobacco
Jewellery / Watches
Jewellery / Watches
Confectionery & Fine Food
Wine & Spirits
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Confectionery & Fine Food
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Wine & Spirits
Jewellery / Watches
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Wine & Spirits
Tobacco
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Gifts / Toys
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Wine & Spirits
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Wine & Spirits
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Tobacco
Tobacco
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Confectionery & Fine Food
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Jewellery / Watches
Tobacco
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Wine & Spirits
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Tobacco
Confectionery & Fine Food
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Confectionery & Fine Food
Tobacco
Wine & Spirits
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Wine & Spirits
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Gifts / Toys
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Jewellery / Watches
Wine & Spirits
Wine & Spirits
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Confectionery & Fine Food
Gifts / Toys
Jewellery / Watches
Confectionery & Fine Food
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Electronics
Confectionery & Fine Food
Home decoration / Tableware
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Wine & Spirits
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
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MACDUFF INTERNATIONAL LTD
MÄHLER-BESSE
MAISON DORIN
MAISON HEBRARD
MAJORICA
MARCHON EYEWEAR
MARCOLIN EYEWEAR
MARS
MASSENEZ G.E
MASSERIE DI SANT’ERAMO
MAUI JIM
MAÜRER & WIRTZ HOUSE OF PERFUMES
MAVALA
MAVIVE
MAXXIUM TRAVEL RETAIL
MCM
MG CELLARS
MICYS COMPANY SPA - PUPA
MINOX
MISAKI
MOET HENNESSY
MOLINARD PARFUMS
MOLINARI
MONI DUCCI
MONTBLANC
MORGAN & OATES
MORRISON BOWMORE DISTILLERS LTD
MOSES VODKA
MULTI DUTY FREE DEPT. SNC
MYWALIT
NEMIROFF VODKA COMPANY
NESTLE INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL RETAIL
NEUHAUS
NICI
NIEDEREGGER
NIGURA METZLER OPTICS INTERNATIONAL
NIVEA
NOUGAT LONDON
NUXE
OILILY
ONLINE SCHREIBGERÄTE
ORLANE
ORLEANS GROUP INTERNATIONAL
OXETTE
OXYGEN
P&G PRESTIGE
PA.CO.DIS
PACIFIC CREATION
PAL ZILERI
PANDORA
PANOUGE
PARFUMS BERDOUES
PARFUMS CORANIA
PARFUMS LT PIVER / E. COUDRAY
PARFUMS MARINA DE BOURBON
PARLUX FRAGRANCES
PASCO
PASHMA
PATRON SPIRITS INTERNATIONAL AG
PATYKA
PAUL SAPIN
PELLER ESTATES ICEWINE
PERFETTI VAN MELLE GLOBAL TRAVEL RETAIL
PERFUME HOLDING
PERFUMES LOEWE
PERFUMES Y DISENO SA
PERNOD RICARD
PEUCH & BESSE L’EMOTION DU VIN
PHILIP MORRIS INTERNATIONAL DUTY FREE
PIANA CLERICO SINCE 1582
PICA LELA
PIQUADRO
PIZ BUIN
POLAROID EYEWEAR
POLICE
PORSCHE DESIGN
PREMIER PORTFOLIO INTERNATIONAL LTD
PRINCIPE
PROFUMITALIA
PROTEGE INTERNATIONAL
PUIG
QUARTIER FRANCAIS SPIRITUEUX
RANCE 1795
RECIFE
REFLECTA - NOMINATION
REMINISCENCE
REMY COINTREAU GLOBAL TRAVEL RETAIL
REPETTO
REVLON TRAVEL RETAILING
REXALINE / STRIXADERM
ROCCOBAROCCO
ROMELLA INTERNATIONAL AB
ROSAFOX
SAB MILLER
SAFILO GROUP

Green Village
Blue Village
Blue Village
Blue Village
Yellow Village
Blue Village
Yellow Village
Bay Village
Blue Village
Red Village
Green Village
Green Village
Riviera Village
Red Village
Green Village
Riviera Village
Riviera Village
Riviera Village
Mediterranean Village
Yellow Village
Riviera Village
Yellow Village
Yellow Village
Yellow Village
Red Village
Mediterranean Village
Harbour Village
Yellow Village
Blue Village
Yellow Village
Blue Village
Golden Village
Yellow Village
Red Village
Blue Village
Marine Village
Riviera Village
Riviera Village
Blue Village
Blue Village
Mediterranean Village
Golden Village
Yellow Village
Blue Village
Ambassadeurs Village
Riviera Village
Yellow Village
Yellow Village
Bay Village
Bay Village
Green Village
Blue Village
Blue Village
Blue Village
Riviera Village
Green Village
Marine Village
Yellow Village
Green Village
Blue Village
Blue Village
Blue Village
Blue Village
Marine Village
Yellow Village
Blue Village
Bay Village
Green Village
Niveau 5
Yellow Village
Blue Village
Green Village
Blue Village
Golden Village
Red Village
Riviera Village
Green Village
Bay Village
Yellow Village
Red Village
Riviera Village
Red Village
Yellow Village
Blue Village
Yellow Village
Green Village
Marine Village
Bay Village
Yellow Village
Golden Village
Yellow Village
Red Village
Marine Village
Blue Village
Niveau 5

L 56
B2
A4
H1
F 54
H3
B 19
BAY 9
AA 9
K5
M 59
K 50
RG 16
M 30
M 53
RC 4
RF 15
RC 5
N 13
E 26
RJ 3
C 27
H 61
D 36
L 10
P 19
MASHALLAH
E 30
C3
G 48
G1
GO 3
AA 11
L 34
H9
R4
RE 13
RE 3
F 23
F 26
P 10
GO 8
G 58
G 24
U8
RJ 5
G 56
F 42
BAY 1
BAY 3B
J 55
G 15
G 12
H 15
RG 7
M 64
R1
D 23
H 36
H 21
H 17
G 19
G 27
FOYER 1B
F 36
F3
BAY 4
K 57
W5
E 42
B4
L 40
G6
GO 15
M32 / M35
RE 17
M 44
BAY 5A
G 54
K 12
RE 19
K9
H 51
E 28
B 16
K 64
FOYER 1 A
BAY 15 A
A 13
GO 5/7
G 51
K 18
S 11
F 14
W3

Wine & Spirits
Wine & Spirits
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Wine & Spirits
Jewellery / Watches
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Confectionery & Fine Food
Wine & Spirits
Confectionery & Fine Food
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Wine & Spirits
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Wine & Spirits
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Electronics
Jewellery / Watches
Wine & Spirits
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Wine & Spirits
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Jewellery / Watches
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Wine & Spirits
Wine & Spirits
Confectionery & Fine Food
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Wine & Spirits
Confectionery & Fine Food
Confectionery & Fine Food
Gifts / Toys
Confectionery & Fine Food
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Gifts / Toys
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Gifts / Toys
Jewellery / Watches
Jewellery / Watches
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Jewellery / Watches
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Electronics
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Wine & Spirits
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Wine & Spirits
Wine & Spirits
Confectionery & Fine Food
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Wine & Spirits
Wine & Spirits
Tobacco
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Jewellery / Watches
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Gifts / Toys
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Tobacco
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Wine & Spirits
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Gifts / Toys
Jewellery / Watches
Jewellery / Watches
Wine & Spirits
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Fragrances & Cosmetics
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
Wine & Spirits
Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
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SALVATORE FERRAGAMO

Riviera Village

RC 13

SAMPAR

Riviera Village

RB 10

Fragrances & Cosmetics

SAVONS GEMME

Yellow Village

B 25

Fragrances & Cosmetics

SCANDINAVIAN TOBACCO GROUP

Blue Village

D 10

Tobacco

SCHUCO

Red Village

J 17

Gifts / Toys

Mediterranean Village

P8

Jewellery / Watches

Blue Village

G 31

Electronics

Ambassadeurs Village

U 10

Jewellery / Watches

Red Village

M 20

Jewellery / Watches

SELECTIVA SPA

Marine Village

R6

SHANGHAI TANG

Golden Village

GO 14

Fashion / Accessories / Luggage

SHANGHAI TOBACCO (GROUP) CORP.

Green Village

M 58

Tobacco

Ambassadeurs Village

V 13

Fragrances & Cosmetics

Riviera Village

RE 9

Fashion / Accessories / Luggage

Red Village

J1

Tobacco

Green Village

L 61

Fragrances & Cosmetics

Harbour Village

COSTA MAGNA

Fragrances & Cosmetics

Yellow Village

H 45

SCORPIO DISTRIBUTORS LTD
SEA & SKY
SECRET WISH
SEKONDA

SHISEIDO
SILHOUETTE
SILVER BASE INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT CO LTD
SIRPEA SPA
SISLEY
SKAGEN DENMARK
SOCATEC

Fashion / Accessories / Luggage

Fragrances & Cosmetics

Jewellery / Watches

Blue Village

F 22

Gifts / Toys

SPI GROUP

Green Village

J 67

Wine & Spirits

SPIRIDOM

Blue Village

B8

Wine & Spirits

Mediterranean Village

N 19

Confectionery & Fine Food

STARBROOK AIRLINES
STOCK SPIRITS GROUP

Green Village

M 48

Mediterranean Village

P9

Confectionery & Fine Food

Yellow Village

F 51

Jewellery / Watches

SWAROVSKI

Blue Village

C 11

Jewellery / Watches

TATEOSSIAN

Riviera Village

RF 10

Jewellery / Watches

TENIMENTI ANGELINI

Mediterranean Village

N 11

Wine & Spirits

TEQUILA CORRALEJO

Blue Village

E1

Wine & Spirits

TERRE D’OC

Blue Village

G9

Fragrances & Cosmetics

TEXIER

Riviera Village

RB 7

Fashion / Accessories / Luggage

THE DREYFUSS GROUP

Yellow Village

AA 17

Jewellery / Watches

THE FIFTH SEASON

Green Village

H 46

Jewellery / Watches

THE FIRST

Green Village

M 41

Fragrances & Cosmetics

THE SHARPER IMAGE

Mediterranean Village

P 14

Electronics

THE SWATCH GROUP

Mediterranean Village

HS 2

Jewellery / Watches

Marine Village

S4

Gifts / Toys

Blue Village

C 14

Jewellery / Watches

Riviera Village

RB 8

Fashion / Accessories / Luggage

STORCK
SUN JEWELRY

THE WANDERING MONKEY
THOMAS SABO
TINTAMAR

Riviera Village

RA 4

Fashion / Accessories / Luggage

TOO FACED COSMETICS

Golden Village

GO 17

Fragrances & Cosmetics

TOP BRANDS

Yellow Village

F 46

Jewellery / Watches

TORRES

Red Village

H6

Wine & Spirits

TOSCOW

Blue Village

D9

Jewellery / Watches

TRAVALO

Yellow Village

D 37

Fragrances & Cosmetics

TRAVEL BLUE

Red Village

M 24

Fashion / Accessories / Luggage

TRAVEL RETAIL EXPERTS

Red Village

M 27

Gifts / Toys

Yellow Village

B27 / C29

Electronics

Red Village

J 23

Gifts / Toys

Riviera Village

RG 14

ULRIC DE VARENS - CRÉATEUR DE PARFUMS

Blue Village

G 16

Fragrances & Cosmetics

UNDERBERG

Red Village

K 19

Wine & Spirits

TROIKA
TUMI

VAG

Fashion / Accessories / Luggage

Red Village

K 28

Fragrances & Cosmetics

VALORA TRADE TRAVEL RETAIL

Yellow Village

G 59

Confectionery & Fine Food

VALRHONA

Riviera Village

RA 5

Confectionery & Fine Food

VELD’S

Yellow Village

F 45

Fragrances & Cosmetics

VILEBREQUIN - PARKER - GUESS

Blue Village

A3

Fashion / Accessories / Luggage

Mediterranean Village

N7

Tobacco

Yellow Village

D 26

Wine & Spirits

Red Village

H 22

Wine & Spirits

WENGER

Bay Village

BAY 15B

WERUSKA & JOEL

Red Village

L 35

Fragrances & Cosmetics

Yellow Village

B 24

Wine & Spirits

Ambassadeurs Village

U 12

Fragrances & Cosmetics

Golden Village

GO 2

Wine & Spirits

VILLIGER SONS LTD
VINCOR/INNISKILLIN
VRANKEN POMMERY MONOPOLE

WHYTE & MACKAY LTD
WILDE GROUP
WILLIAM GRANT & SONS LTD

Gifts / Toys

WIZZ

Green Village

K 69

Gifts / Toys

WOLFORD

Yellow Village

A 19

Fashion / Accessories / Luggage

ZAMORA INTERNATIONAL

Green Village

K 67

Wine & Spirits

ZEADES

Blue Village

D 18

Jewellery / Watches

ZILLI

Riviera Village

RD 15

Fashion / Accessories / Luggage

ZOOBUG

Green Village

K 68

Fashion / Accessories / Luggage
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